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REFLECTION GROUPS AND DIFFERENTIAL FORMS

Julia Hartmann and Anne V. Shepler

Abstract. We study differential forms invariant under a finite reflection group over a

field of arbitrary characteristic. In particular, we prove an analogue of Saito’s freeness
criterion for invariant differential 1-forms. We also discuss how twisted wedging endows

the invariant forms with the structure of a free exterior algebra in certain cases. Some

of the results are extended to the case of relative invariants with respect to a linear
character.

1. Introduction

The classical study of reflection groups (in characteristic zero) uses the theory of
hyperplane arrangements to exhibit natural structures on the sets of invariant poly-
nomials, derivations, and differential forms. In this article, we begin a theory link-
ing hyperplane arrangements and invariant forms for reflection groups over arbitrary
fields.

Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over a field F, and let G ≤ Gln(F) be
a finite group. Let F[V ] = S(V ∗), the ring of polynomials on V . We consider the
F[V ]-modules of differential k-forms,

Ωk := F[V ]⊗ Λk(V ∗),

and more generally, the module of differential forms, Ω :=
⊕

k Ωk. We are interested
in the invariants under the action of G on these modules. Invariant (and relatively
invariant) differential forms have applications to various areas of mathematics, for
example, dynamical systems (see [6] and [4]), group cohomology (see [1]), symplectic
reflection algebras and Hecke algebras (see [7] and [17]), topology of complement
spaces (see [14] and [16]), and Riemannian manifolds (see [11]).

We determine the rank of (Ω1)G over an arbitrary field in Theorem 1. We then
restrict our attention to the case when G is generated by reflections. When the char-
acteristic of F is coprime to the group order (the nonmodular case), the ring of
invariant polynomials F[V ]G forms a polynomial algebra: F[V ]G = F[f1, . . . , fn] for
some algebraically independent polynomials fi in F[V ]. We say that G has poly-
nomial invariants if F[V ]G has this form and we call the polynomials fi basic
invariants. Solomon [20] showed that the exterior derivatives df1, . . . , dfn generate
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the set of invariant differential forms ΩG as an exterior algebra in the nonmodular
setting:

ΩG = F[f1, . . . , fn]⊗ Λ(df1, . . . , dfn).
In the modular case, when the characteristic of F divides the group order, a reflec-

tion group may fail to have polynomial invariants. Even when the invariants F[V ]G

do form a polynomial algebra, the exterior derivatives df1, . . . , dfn of basic invariants
f1, . . . , fn may fail to generate (Ω1)G as an F[V ]G-module, in which case they will cer-
tainly not generate ΩG as an algebra under the usual wedging of forms (see Section 6
for an example). Hartmann [8] showed that Solomon’s theorem holds for groups with
polynomial invariants if and only if the group G contains no transvections.

We investigate the invariant theory in the general case (when G may contain
transvections) and explore two fundamental questions:

(1) When is the module of invariant 1-forms free over the invariant ring F[V ]G?
(2) When is the module of invariant forms a free exterior algebra, i.e., when is

ΩG = F[V ]G ⊗ Λ(ω1, . . . , ωn) for some 1-forms ωi?
In Theorem 7, we address the first question by giving a criterion for when a set of
invariant 1-forms generates (Ω1)G as a free module over F[V ]G. In Theorem 10, we
show that a maximality condition on the root spaces allows one to endow ΩG with
the structure of a free exterior algebra. The exterior algebra structure emerges from a
twisted wedging operator introduced (for nonmodular groups) by Shepler [15]. (Beck
[2] uses twisted wedging to extend results in a different direction in the nonmodular
case.) In Section 7, we generalize Theorem 7 to the case of forms which are invariant
with respect to a linear character of the group G.

We include a special analysis for three classes of reflection groups: groups fixing
a single hyperplane pointwise, groups containing the special linear group, and unipo-
tent groups. In all these cases, we observe that (Ω1)G is free as an F[V ]G-module.
Furthermore, our examples suggest a strategy for producing generators from the ex-
terior derivatives df1, . . . , dfn of a choice of basic invariants f1, . . . , fn for G, and this
strategy is related to the geometry of the reflecting hyperplanes (see Section 6). It
is therefore natural to ask whether (Ω1)G is always a free F[V ]G-module when G is a
reflection group. This question remains open.

Note: Since the set of differential forms in characteristic 2 is a truncated polyno-
mial algebra, we exclude that case from our considerations throughout.

2. The rank of invariant differential forms

Before restricting to the case of reflection groups, we compute the rank of (Ω1)G

when G ≤ Gln(F) is an arbitrary finite group. Recall that the rank of a module M
over an integral domain R is defined as the maximal number of R-linearly independent
elements of M . It equals the dimension of F ⊗R M , where F is the field of fractions
of R.

Theorem 1. Let F be a field and let G ≤ Gln(F) be a finite group. Then (Ω1)G has
rank n.

Proof. First, we show that the rank is at most n. To this end, suppose that ω1, . . . , ωm

are F[V ]G-linearly independent 1-forms. Since G is finite, the fraction field of F[V ]G
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equals F(V )G, the field of invariant rational functions on V (see, for example, [18],
Prop. 1.2.4). Consequently, ω1, . . . , ωm are linearly independent over F(V )G. We
claim they are in fact linearly independent over F(V ), thus forcing m ≤ n. Assume
the contrary and consider a nontrivial F(V )-linear relation among the ωi of minimal

length, i.e.,
k∑

j=1

fjωij = 0 for a subset {i1, . . . , ik} of {1, . . . ,m} of minimal size and

with coefficients fj ∈ F(V ). Without loss of generality we may assume that f1 = 1
and f2 ∈ F(V ) \ F(V )G. Let g ∈ G be an element for which gf2 6= f2. Then

0 = (1− g)(0) = (1− g)

 k∑
j=1

fjωij

 =
k∑

j=2

(fj − gfj)ωij

is a nontrivial relation (since f2−gf2 6= 0) of length k−1, contradicting the minimality
of k.

Next, we prove that the rank is at least n by constructing n linearly independent
invariant 1-forms as follows. Let z1, . . . , zn be a basis of V ∗ and consider the union U
of the orbits of the zi under G. The Chern classes ci of U = {u1, . . . , ur} are defined
as the coefficients of the polynomial

r∏
i=1

(T − ui) = T r + c1T
r−1 + ... + cr ∈ F[V ]G[T ].

Consider the Jacobian matrix J of the ci with respect to z1, . . . , zn. By the chain
rule, we may write

J =
(

∂ci

∂uj

)
·
(

∂uj

∂zk

)
.

The first matrix is the Jacobian of the elementary symmetric polynomials ci in the
elements uj of U , which has nonzero determinant and thus full rank. The second
matrix has rank n since {z1, . . . , zn} ⊆ U . Consequently, the rank of J is n. This
implies that we may choose n Chern classes ci for which the differential 1-forms dci

are linearly independent over F[V ]G (since the wedge product of those dci equals the
nonzero determinant of the corresponding n×n-minor of J multiplied with dz1∧· · ·∧
dzn).

�

3. Reflection groups and pointwise stabilizers

An element of finite order in Gl(V ) is a reflection if its fixed point space in V is
a hyperplane, called the reflecting hyperplane. There are two types of reflections:
the diagonalizable reflections in Gl(V ) have a single nonidentity eigenvalue which is
a root of unity; the nondiagonalizable reflections in Gl(V ) are called transvections
and have determinant 1 (note that they can only occur if the characteristic of F is
positive).

Suppose H ≤ V is a hyperplane defined by a linear form lH in V ∗ (ker lH = H),
and let s be a reflection about H. Then there exists a vector αs ∈ V for which

s(v) = v + lH(v) αs for all v ∈ V,
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the root vector of s (with respect to lH). Note that a transvection is a reflection
whose root vector (called a transvection root vector) lies in its reflecting hyper-
plane, i.e., lH(αs) = 0.

A reflection group is a finite group G generated by reflections. The subgroup

GH := {g ∈ G : g|
H

= idH}
is the pointwise stabilizer of H in G. The set of transvections in GH together with
the identity forms a normal subgroup KH , the kernel of the determinant det : GH →
F×. Each GH is generated by KH together with a diagonalizable reflection sH of
maximal order eH := |GH :KH |. If none of the reflections about H are diagonalizable,
we set sH = 1. In fact, each GH is isomorphic to a semi-direct product

GH
∼= KH o Z/eHZ.

The transvection root space of GH is the subspace of H generated by the root
vectors of transvections in GH . Let bH be its dimension. We remark that bH =
codim((V ∗)KH ), which can be seen by putting the elements of KH into simultaneous
upper triangular form. If F = Fp is a prime field, then |GH | = eH pbH (the formula
becomes more complicated for larger fields, see [9], Lemma 2.1).

Lemma 2. If H and H ′ are hyperplanes in the same G-orbit, then eH = eH′ and
bH = bH′ .

Proof. Let H ′ = gH for some g ∈ G. If r is a reflection about H and g ∈ G, then
grg−1 is a reflection about gH. Consequently, GH′ = GgH = gGHg−1, and the claim
follows. �

The following easy fact can be found, e.g., in [10], Section 18.2.

Lemma 3. If s is a reflection about the hyperplane H and f is a polynomial, then
s(f)− f is divisible by lH .

The next lemma is rather technical, but it is a key ingredient to the freeness
results in this article, and it highlights the importance of the numbers eH and bH . If
I = {i1, . . . , im} ⊆ {1, . . . , n} is an ordered subset, and z1, . . . , zn ∈ V ∗, we write dzI

for the product dzi1 ∧ · · · ∧ dzim
.

Lemma 4. Suppose H is a hyperplane defined by lH ∈ V ∗ and GH is a group of
reflections about H. Let KH denote the kernel of the determinant character on GH ,
and let sH in GH be a diagonalizable reflection of order eH . Let v1, . . . , vn be a basis
of V with the following properties:

• v1, . . . , vn−1 form a basis of H
• v1, . . . , vbH

are F-independent root vectors (with respect to lH) of transvections
in KH , and

• vn /∈ H is an eigenvector for sH with lH(vn) = 1 .
(Such a basis always exists.) Let z1, . . . , zn be the dual basis of V ∗. Then

(1) Let µ be a form invariant under KH , and write µ =
∑
I

uI dzI . Suppose that

J ∩ {1, . . . , bH} 6= ∅ and n /∈ J . Then lH divides uJ .
(2) Moreover, if µ is GH-invariant, then uJ is divisible by leH

H .
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Proof. Let J be as above, and let m ∈ J∩{1, . . . , bH}. Let tm ∈ KH be a transvection
with root vector vm. Note that tm sends dzi to dzi for i 6= m and dzm to dzm − dzn.
In particular, dzI is invariant under tm if I contains both n and m.

Let σ be the transposition switching m and n. Then∑
I

uI dzI = µ = tm(µ)

=
∑

I

tm(uI)tm(dzI)

=
∑

I: m/∈I

tm(uI)dzI +
∑

I: m, n∈I

tm(uI)dzI +
∑

I: m∈I; n/∈I

tm(uI)(dzI ± dzσ(I))

=
∑

I

tm(uI)dzI +
∑

I: m∈I; n/∈I

±tm(uI) dzσ(I)

=
∑

I

tm(uI)dzI +
∑

I: m/∈I; n∈I

±tm(uσ(I))dzI

=
∑

I: m∈I or n/∈I

tm(uI)dzI +
∑

I: m/∈I;n∈I

tm(uI)± tm(uσ(I))dzI .

Equating polynomial coefficients, we find that if m /∈ I and n ∈ I, then

uI = tm(uI)± tm(uσ(I)) = tm(uI)± uσ(I) and thus tm(uI)− uI = ±uσ(I)

(whereas uI is invariant in all other cases). By Lemma 3, this implies that uJ is
divisible by lH (as J = σ(I) for some such I).

For the second statement, we may assume GH 6= KH , i.e., sH 6= 1 (otherwise, we
are in the situation of (1)). Note that s := sH sends dzi to dzi for i 6= n and dzn to
λ−1dzn where λ := det(s). Since µ is invariant under s,∑

I

uI dzI =
∑

I: n/∈I

s(uI) dzI +
∑

I: n∈I

λ−1s(uI) dzI .

Comparing coefficients shows that uJ is invariant. But since lH divides uJ and λ has
order eH , uJ must in fact be divisible by leH

H . �

4. A Criterion for Freeness of Invariant 1-Forms

Let G be a finite group generated by reflections. Consider the collection A =
A(G) of reflecting hyperplanes for G, the reflection arrangement of G. For a
linear character χ : G → F× of the group (acting on V ) and a G-module M , let
MG := {m ∈ M : gm = m} and MG

χ := {m ∈ M : gm = χ(g)m}, the module of
invariants and χ-invariants (relative invariants with respect to χ), respectively. Let
det : G → F× be the determinant character of G (acting on V ). Define

Qdet :=
∏

H∈A
leH−1
H ,

where eH is as defined in the last section.
The following proposition is due to Stanley [21] for K = C. Nakajima [13] proves a

more general statement for arbitrary fields. A proof in the flavor of Stanley’s original
argument can be found in Smith [19].
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Proposition 5. Let G be a reflection group. Then

F[V ]Gdet = F[V ]GQdet.

A similar statement is true for arbitrary linear characters of G, see Proposition 18.
If the characteristic of F is zero (or more generally, if the group G does not contain

transvections), the group and its reflection arrangement can be recovered from Qdet

alone (as this polynomial encodes the orders of the reflections about the hyperplanes
as well as the hyperplanes themselves). Moreover, it detects generators for invariant
differential forms: The analogue of Saito’s criterion for invariant 1-forms (this is
a special case of a theorem of Orlik and Solomon, [14], Theorem 3.1) asserts that
invariant 1-forms ω1, . . . , ωn generate (Ω1)G if ω1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωn

.= Qdetdz1 ∧ · · · ∧ dzn for
one and hence for any basis zi of V ∗ (we write a

.= b to indicate that a = cb for some
c ∈ F×).

However, in the general setting, G contains transvections and Qdet does not carry
enough information; we need another polynomial to encode characteristics of the
transvection root space. Let Ã be the multi-arrangement of hyperplanes formed by
assigning multiplicity eH bH to each H in A. Then Ã is defined by the polynomial

Q(Ã) :=
∏

H∈A
l eHbH

H .

Note that Q(Ã) = 1 when all the reflections in G are diagonalizable.
Fix a basis z1, . . . , zn for V ∗ and let vol be the volume form dz1∧· · ·∧dzn. Consider

invariant 1-forms ω1, . . . , ωn. Then ω1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωn = f vol for some polynomial f ∈
F[V ]. Since vol is det−1-invariant, f must be det-invariant. In particular, Qdet must
divide f by Proposition 5. The analogue of Saito’s criterion fails for groups which
contain transvections because f is actually divisible by a polynomial of higher degree,
Q(Ã)Qdet.

Lemma 6. Suppose G ≤ Gln(F) is a reflection group. If ω1, . . . , ωn are invariant
1-forms, then Q(Ã) Qdet divides ω1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωn.

Proof. Fix a hyperplane H ∈ A. We choose a basis of V and V ∗ as in Lemma 4.
If µ is any invariant 1-form and we write µ =

∑
i uidzi, then by the same lemma,

the first bH coefficients ui are divisible by leH

H . Consequently, the wedge product of
any n invariant 1-forms is divisible by leHbH

H . Since the linear forms defining different
hyperplanes are relatively prime, Q(Ã) divides ω1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωn.

Because Q(Ã) is invariant, the quotient ω1 ∧ · · · ∧ωn/Q(Ã) is invariant and can be
written as fvol for some det-invariant polynomial f . By Proposition 5, f is divisible
by Qdet, proving the claim. �

The above lemma indicates the alteration needed for the criterion to hold in all
characteristics.

Theorem 7. Suppose G ≤ Gln(F) is a reflection group. Suppose ω1, . . . , ωn are
invariant 1-forms with

ω1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωn
.= Q(Ã) Qdet vol.
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Then ω1, . . . , ωn is a basis for the set of invariant 1-forms as a free module over the
ring of invariants, F[V ]G:

(Ω1)G =
⊕

i

F[V ]G ωi.

Proof. Since ω1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωn is nonzero, the forms ω1, . . . , ωn are linearly independent
over the field of fractions F(V )G of F[V ]G, and thus span F(V )G ⊗F[V ]G (Ω1)G as a
vector space over F(V )G. Let ω be an invariant 1-form, and write ω =

∑
i hiωi with

coefficients hi ∈ F(V )G. Fix some i for which hi 6= 0 and consider ω∧ω1∧· · ·∧ωi−1∧
ωi+1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωn. Up to a nonzero scalar, this equals

hi ω1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωn = hi Q(Ã) Qdet vol.

By Lemma 6, the product ω∧ω1∧· · ·∧ωi−1∧ωi+1∧· · ·∧ωn is divisible by Q(Ã)Qdet

and hi ∈ F[V ] ∩ F(V )G = F[V ]G. �

5. An algebra structure on invariant differential forms

Let G be a finite reflection group. In this section, we explain how one can endow ΩG

with the structure of a free exterior algebra when (Ω1)G is a free F[V ]G-module and the
transvection root space of each pointwise stabilizer is maximal. (Here, each transvec-
tion root space has dimension bH = n− 1 and coincides with the hyperplane H.) We
use a twisted wedge product to expose the free exterior algebra structure.

The lemma below holds for arbitrary finite subgroups of the general linear group,
not just reflection groups (with A defined as the arrangement associated to the sub-
group generated by reflections).

Lemma 8. Let G ≤ Gln(F) be a finite group, and suppose µ, ν are G-invariant forms.
Then

δ(An−1) :=
∏

H∈A
bH=n−1

leH

H

divides µ ∧ ν.

Proof. Let H be a reflecting hyperplane for which the transvection root space of GH

is maximal. Fix a basis z1, . . . , zn as in the hypothesis of Lemma 4. Then by the
same lemma, if ∅ 6= I ⊆ {1, . . . , n − 1 = bH} is an index set, leH

H = zeH
n must divide

the coefficient uI in µ =
∑

uIdzI . A similar statement is true for ν, and so µ ∧ ν is
divisible by leH

H . The claim now follows from the fact that the linear forms defining
different hyperplanes are relatively prime. �

Remark 9. The polynomial δ(An−1) may be interpreted as the discriminant poly-
nomial for the arrangement An−1 := {H ∈ A : bH = n − 1} of hyperplanes with
maximal transvection root spaces. In the theory of complex reflection groups, the
discriminant polynomial is a product of linear forms defining the reflecting hyper-
planes with each linear form raised to the power eH = |GH |, the maximal order of
a (diagonalizable) reflection about the corresponding hyperplane. It is an invariant
polynomial of minimal degree which vanishes on the reflection arrangement.
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Theorem 10. Let G ≤ Gln(F) be a finite group which has polynomial invariants and
suppose that the transvection root space of the pointwise stabilizer of any reflecting
hyperplane is maximal. If ω1, . . . , ωn are invariant 1-forms with

ω1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωn
.= Q(Ã)Qdet vol,

then they generate ΩG as a free exterior F[V ]G-algebra under the twisted wedge product

(µ, ν) 7→ µ ∧ ν

δ(An−1)
.

Proof. Fix k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. For each ordered index set I = {i1, . . . , ik} of length k
consider the k-form

ωI :=
ωi1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωik

δ(An−1)k−1
,

which is invariant by Lemma 8. To prove the theorem, it suffices to show that these
forms constitute a basis for (Ωk)G as an F[V ]G-module. Since ω1∧· · ·∧ωn is nonzero,
the ωI are linearly independent over the field of fractions F(V )G and thus form a basis
of F(V )G ⊗F[V ]G (Ωk)G.

Let ω be an invariant k-form and write ω =
∑

I hIωI with coefficients hI ∈ F(V )G.
We will show that these coefficients lie in F[V ]G. To this end, fix some I for which
hI 6= 0 and consider the complementary (ordered) index set J = {1, . . . , n} \ I. Then

ω ∧ ωJ

δ(An−1)
=

hI ωI ∧ ωJ

δ(An−1)
.=

hI ω1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωn

δ(An−1)1+|I|−1+|J|−1

.=
hI Q(Ã) Qdet

δ(An−1)n−1
vol.

By assumption, the arrangements An−1 and A are the same for G (as bH = n− 1
for each H), and thus

δ(An−1)n−1 =
∏

H∈A
bH=n−1

l
eH(n−1)
H =

∏
H∈A

lbHeH

H = Q(Ã).

Hence,
ω ∧ ωJ

δ(An−1)
.= hI Qdet vol,

and the coefficient hI Qdet is a det-invariant polynomial. By Proposition 5, it is
divisible by Qdet, which shows that hI ∈ F[V ] ∩ F(V )G = F[V ]G. �

6. Special Classes of Groups

In this section, we explain how to obtain generating 1-forms from a set of basic
invariants for three classes of reflections groups: groups fixing a single hyperplane
pointwise, groups containing the special linear group, and unipotent groups. A similar
pattern can be seen in other examples of reflection groups with polynomial rings of
invariants (in fact, in all other examples that we have examined). An interesting
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question is whether these examples are instances of a more general phenomenon.
Throughout this section, F = Fq is a finite field of characteristic p.

6.1. Pointwise Stabilizers of Hyperplanes. This subsection deals with groups
of reflections about a single hyperplane. We show how to produce generating invari-
ant 1-forms from the exterior derivatives of basic invariants as given in [9], proof of
Proposition 2.3. More precisely, we prove that those 1-forms are obtained by dividing
by suitable powers of the linear form that defines the hyperplane under consideration:

Theorem 11. Let V be a vector space of dimension n over a finite field F = Fq.
Let G ≤ Gl(V ) be a finite group which fixes a hyperplane H ≤ V pointwise, and let
eH be the maximal order of a diagonalizable reflection in G. Let lH be a linear form
defining H. Then there exist basic invariants f1, . . . , fn of G and natural numbers ai

(i = 1, . . . , n− 1) so that

df1

(leH

H )a1
, . . . ,

dfn−1

(leH

H )an−1
, dfn

generate (Ω1)G as an F[V ]G-module.

Corollary 12. If G ≤ Gl(V ) is a finite group which fixes a hyperplane pointwise,
then (Ω1)G is a free F[V ]G-module.

The corollary is a direct consequence of the theorem since the 1-forms df1 . . . , dfn

are linearly independent over F(V )G.

Proof of Theorem. The invariant ring F[V ]G is a free polynomial algebra. We use the
inductive description of the basic invariants given in [9] (Proposition 2.3) and show
that the theorem holds in every step of the construction by applying Theorem 7.

We begin by choosing a basis z1, . . . , zn of V ∗ as in Lemma 4. Fix a set of generating
elements {s, t1, . . . , tr} of G, where s is a diagonalizable reflection in G of order
e := eH , each ti is a transvection, and r is minimal. We successively consider the
groups Gi = 〈s, t1, . . . , ti〉.

There is nothing to prove for G0 = 〈s〉, since this is a nonmodular group and we
can choose all ai to be zero (cf. [3], Theorem 7.3.1).

Suppose the theorem holds for Gk, and let f1, . . . , fn be basic invariants for Gk with
degrees di and numbers ai as in the statement, with fn = leH . By [9], Proposition 2.3,
we know that the degrees di are p-powers for i < n where p is the characteristic of F.

To construct a set of basic invariants for Gk+1, we relabel the fi as follows: Among
all fi of minimal degree not invariant under tk+1, we choose one with maximal num-
ber ai and label this polynomial f1 (note that we refine the choice in the original
procedure at this point: a posteriori it will become apparent that in fact all the fi

under consideration have the same ai).
Define f ′n := fn (which is invariant under Gk+1), and a′n := an = 0. Define

f ′2, . . . , f
′
n−1 by f ′i := fi + cif

di
d1
1 where the constants ci are chosen so that the f ′i are

invariant under Gk+1 (see [9], proof of Proposition 2.3). Then

df ′i = dfi + ci
di

d1
f

di
d1
−1

1 df1.
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We record the change in the ai: either di = d1, in which case df ′i is divisible by
f

min{ai,a1}
n = fai

n , or di > d1, which implies that p divides di

d1
and df ′i = dfi. In either

case, we define a′i := ai for i 6= 1 so that (f ′n)a′i = (leH)a′i divides df ′i .
We next take the product over the orbit of f1 to produce a polynomial f ′1 invariant

under tk+1. Define

h(X) =
∏
a∈A

(X + azd1
n ) ∈ F[zn][X],

where A is a certain additive subgroup of F (defined in loc. cit.) of order |Fp(λ)|
and λ = det(s). Let m = (|A| − 1)/e. The polynomial h(X) is additive and thus all
exponents on X in h are p-powers. Let f ′1 = h(f1). Then

df ′1 = d(f1cz
d1(|A|−1)
n ) = czd1(|A|−1)

n df1 + f1cd1(|A| − 1)zd1(|A|−2)
n dzn,

where c =
∏

a∈A\{0}
a. If d1 6= 1, the second term is zero and we can set a′1 = a1 +d1m.

If d1 = 1, then a1 = 0 and the highest power of fn dividing the new form is fm−1
n ;

hence we set a′1 = m− 1.
In order to apply the criterion (Theorem 7), we need to consider the product of

the forms ωi := df ′i/f
a′i
n :

ω1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωn = l
−e

nP
i=1

a′i

H J(f ′1, . . . , f
′
n) vol

.= l
−e

nP
i=1

a′i

H J(f1, . . . , fn)zd1(|A|−1)
n vol

= l
d1(|A|−1)−e(a′1−a1)
H Q(Ã(Gk))Qdet vol,

where Q(Ã(Gk)) is the polynomial defining Ã for Gk (a power of lH) and J denotes
the determinant of the Jacobian matrix (see proof of Proposition 2.3 of [9]).

We consider two cases. The first case occurs when the dimension of the transvection
root space of Gk is the same as that of Gk+1. Since this dimension is codim((V ∗)KH ),
the groups Gk and Gk+1 have the same number of linear invariants, and thus d1 > 1.
Then Q(Ã(Gk)) = Q(Ã(Gk+1)), and

l
d1(|A|−1)
H

l
e(a′1−a1)
H

= 1,

so the ωi satisfy the criterion. The second case occurs when the dimension of
the transvection root space increases. In this case, d1 = 1, and Q(Ã(Gk+1)) =
Q(Ã(Gk))leH by definition. Since

l
d1(|A|−1)
H

l
e(a′1−a1)
H

=
l
d1(|A|−1)
H

l
e(a′1)
H

= leH ,

the criterion is satisfied in this case as well. �
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Remark 13. The point of Theorem 11 is not primarily to provide generating forms.
In fact, it is easy to see that the forms

zeH
n dz1 − z1z

eH−1
n dzn, zeH

n dz2 − z2z
eH−1
n dzn, . . . , zeH

n dzk − zkzeH−1
n dzn,

dzk+1, . . . , dzn−1, zeH−1
n dzn

generate (Ω1)G, where k := bH is the dimension of the transvection root space of G.
The theorem shows more: There exist basic invariants so that generators can be
produced from their exterior derivatives. In fact, generators are found by dividing
the exterior derivatives by (powers of) linear forms defining the reflecting hyperplane.

6.2. Groups containing the special linear group. We turn to the case when
the finite group G contains Sln(Fq), i.e., Sln(Fq) ≤ G ≤ Gln(Fq) for a finite field Fq.
Such groups are parametrized by the order e of their image under the determinant
homomorphism det : Gln(Fq) → F×q . Note that all these groups are generated by
reflections (those generating Sln plus a diagonalizable reflection with eigenvalue of
order e), and all of them have a polynomial ring of invariants (see for example, [18],
comment after Theorem 8.1.8). With this example, we illustrate the notation used in
this paper as well as some of the results.

We summarize the setup: Since Sln(Fq) ≤ G, every hyperplane in V is a reflecting
hyperplane, and there are qn−1

q−1 such hyperplanes, since there are qn − 1 nonzero
elements in V ∗, q − 1 of which are nonzero scalar multiples of any fixed one (and
thus define the same hyperplane). This describes the reflection arrangement A. The
multi-arrangement Ã is defined via the numbers eH and bH for each hyperplane H.
All hyperplanes are in the same G-orbit, so in fact eH and bH do not depend on H.
Since G contains Sln(Fq), bH = n − 1 for every H and all transvection root spaces
are maximal. Moreover, eH = e, the order of the image of G under the determinant
homomorphism. Consequently, Q(Ã) =

∏
H≤V

l
(n−1)e
H , and its degree is (qn−1)e(n−1)

q−1 .

We first describe generators for the module of 1-forms invariant under the full
group Gln(Fq). The ring of invariant polynomials F[V ]Gln(Fq) is called the Dickson
algebra, and the Dickson invariants

dn,i :=
∑

W≤V

codimW = i

∏
v ∈V ∗,
v|W 6=0

v

of degree qn− qi (for i = 0, . . . , n−1) form a set of basic invariants. The determinant
of the Jacobian matrix of the Dickson invariants is

J =
∏

H∈A
l
(n−1)(q−1)+(q−2)
H

(see [9], Section 4). Hence, by Theorem 7, (Ω1)Gln(Fq) is a free Fq[V ]Gln(Fq)-module
generated by the exterior derivatives of the Dickson invariants.

We use the exterior derivatives of the Dickson invariants to construct generators
for (Ω1)G. Consider a hyperplane H ≤ V , and choose a basis z1, . . . , zn for V ∗ as in
Lemma 4. The polynomials

fH
1 := zq

1 − z1z
q−1
n , . . . , fH

n−1 := zq
n−1 − zn−1z

q−1
n , fH

n := zq−1
n
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are invariant under the pointwise stabilizer Gln(Fq)H and algebraically independent.
The product of their degrees equals (q − 1) · qn−1 = |Gln(Fq)H |, so by [5], Theo-
rem 7.3.5.,

F[V ]Gln(Fq)H = F[fH
1 , . . . , fH

n ].
Consequently, there are polynomials pi for which dn,i = pi(fH

1 , . . . , fH
n ). Then

∂dn,i

∂zj
=

n∑
k=1

∂dn,i

∂fH
k

∂fH
k

∂zj

by the chain rule. Since char(F) = p > 0, ∂fH
k

∂zj
is divisible by zq−2

n = lq−2
H (for

all k, j), and the same is true for d(dn,i). In particular, each d(dn,i) is divisible by
f :=

∏
H≤V

lq−e−1
H , which is invariant under G. We may therefore define forms

ωi :=
d(dn,i−1)

f
∈ ΩG.

Their wedge product is

ω1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωn = d(dn,0) ∧ · · · ∧ d(dn,n−1) · f−n

=
J

fn
vol

.=
∏

H∈A
l
(n−1)(q−1)+(q−2)−n(q−e−1)
H vol =

∏
H∈A

lne−1
H vol

=
∏

H∈A
l
(n−1)e+(e−1)
H vol = Q(Ã)Qdet vol.

Hence, by Theorem 7, ω1, . . . , ωn generate (Ω1)G as a free F[V ]G-module.
Moreover, Theorem 10 implies that ΩG is a free algebra under the twisted wedging

(µ, ν) 7→ µ ∧ ν

δ(An−1)
=

µ ∧ ν∏
H≤V

leH
.

In the case G = Gln(Fp), generators for the invariant forms as a module over the
Dickson algebra were given by Mui ([12]) in terms of Vandermonde-like determinants.
He also lists the relations among those generators under the usual wedging. The
above calculation simplifies his approach.

Remark 14. Alternatively, for F = Fp, one may start with generators of the set
of 1-forms invariant under Sln(Fp) listed in [1], Definition III.2.8 (following Mui’s
work), which are det−1-invariant under Gln(Fp). Multiplying these by Qdet produces
forms invariant under G. A calculation similar to the one above then shows that
they generate (Ω1)G as a module, and more generally, ΩG as a free algebra under the
twisted wedging.

Remark 15. The pattern in the above example holds in greater generality when
F = Fq is a finite field. Suppose G ≤ Gl(V ) has basic invariants f1, . . . , fn and
every reflecting hyperplane for G has a diagonalizable reflection of maximal order
q − 1 (as in the case G = Gln(Fq)). One can then prove that (Ω1)G is a free F[V ]G-
module generated by df1, . . . , dfn. In fact, if G′ ≤ G is any subgroup with polynomial
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invariants sharing the same reflection arrangement, (Ω1)G′
is a free F[V ]G

′
-module

provided each transvection root space for G′ is maximal (as in the case Sln(Fq) ≤
G′ ≤ Gln(Fq)). As above, dividing each dfi by

∏
H∈A

lq−eH−1
H produces generators for

(Ω1)G′
from basic invariants for G.

6.3. Unipotent Groups. Another example is given by the unipotent group G =
Un(Fq), which we regard in its representation as lower triangular matrices of deter-
minant 1.

Consider the polynomials

f1 := z1

f2 :=
∏

α1∈Fq

(z2 + α1z1)

...

fn :=
∏

(α1,...,αn−1)∈Fn−1
q

(zn + αn−1zn−1 + · · ·+ α1z1).

These polynomials are invariant under G, algebraically independent, and have degrees
1, q, . . ., qn−1. Since the product of these degrees is exactly the order of G = Un(Fq),
they form a set of basic invariants by [5], Theorem 7.3.5.

Remark 16. Note that fi =
∏

H∈A
bH=n−i

lH . In fact, fi is the product over the G-orbit

of any fixed lH with bH = n− i.

Lemma 17. With notation as above, dfk is divisible by
∏
i<k

fq−2
i for k = 1, . . . , n.

Proof. Because each dfk is invariant, and because fi is the product over the orbit of
zi, it suffices to show that zq−2

i divides dfk for each i < k. We show that zq−2
i divides

∂fk

∂zl
for each i < k and each l = 1, . . . , n.

For i < k, rewrite

fk =
∏

(α1,...,αk−1)∈Fk−1
q

(zk + αk−1zk−1 + · · ·+ α1z1)

=
∏

ᾱ=(α1,...,cαi,...,αk−1)∈Fk−2
q

∏
αi∈Fq

(zk + αk−1zk−1 + · · ·+ α1z1)

=
∏

ᾱ∈Fk−2
q

∏
αi∈Fq

(zᾱ + αizi)

=
∏

ᾱ∈Fk−2
q

(zq
ᾱ − zq−1

i zᾱ),
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where zᾱ = zk + αk−1zk−1 + · · ·+ α̂izi + · · ·+ α1z1. Consequently,

∂fk

∂zl
=

∑
ᾱ∈Fk−2

q

 ∂

∂zl
(zq

ᾱ − zq−1
i zᾱ)

∏
β̄ 6=ᾱ

(zq

β̄
− zq−1

i zβ̄)


=

∑
ᾱ∈Fk−2

q

(zq−2
i δilzᾱ − zq−1

i

∂zᾱ

∂zl

) ∏
β̄ 6=ᾱ

(zq

β̄
− zq−1

i zβ̄)


which is divisible by zq−2

i as claimed (δil is the Kronecker delta symbol). �

Moreover, the calculation in the above proof shows that ∂fk

∂zk
is divisible by zq−1

i

(since the term involving δik is zero), and thus by
∏
i<k

fq−1
i . The degree of this product

is (q−1)(1+q+· · ·+qk−1) = qk−1, which is also the degree of ∂fk

∂zk
, so ∂fk

∂zk

.=
∏
i<k

fq−1
i .

We assert that the 1-forms ωk :=
dfk∏

i<k

fq−2
i

generate (Ω1)G. To see this, consider

the Jacobian matrix of the fi. Note that ∂fk

∂zl
= 0 if l > k, so this is a lower triangular

matrix, and its determinant J is the product of its diagonal entries:

J =
n∏

k=1

∂fk

∂zk
=

(
n∏

k=1

∏
i<k

fi

)q−1

.

Consequently,

ω1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωn =

(
n∏

k=1

∏
i<k

fi

)2−q

df1 ∧ · · · ∧ dfn

.=

(
n∏

k=1

∏
i<k

fi

)2−q

J vol

=

(
n∏

k=1

∏
i<k

fi

)
vol

=
n∏

i=1

fn−i
i vol

=
∏

H∈A
lbH

H vol by Remark 16

= Q(Ã) vol = Q(Ã)Qdet vol

since eH = 1 for all H, and the claim follows by Theorem 10.
For F = Fp, another description of this module of invariant forms can be found in

[12].
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7. Invariants Relative to a Character

The results in Section 4 have generalizations to relative invariants with respect
to a linear character of the reflection group G. We first define the corresponding
arrangements and polynomials. For any linear character χ of G, define

Qχ :=
∏

H∈A
laH

H ,

where aH is the smallest nonnegative integer satisfying χ(sH) = det−aH (sH).
Stanley [21] proved the following analogue of Proposition 5 for complex reflection
groups (again, the proof extends to arbitrary characteristic, see the remarks in Sec-
tion 4).

Proposition 18. If G is a reflection group, then F[V ]Gχ = F[V ]GQχ.

We next define a χ-version of the multi-arrangement Ã. Let Ãχ be the multi-
arrangement defined by the polynomial

Q(Ãχ) =
∏

H∈A
χ(sH)=1

l eHbH

H .

The following generalizes results from Shepler [15].

Lemma 19. Suppose G ≤ Gln(F) is a reflection group and let χ be a linear character
of G. If ω1, . . . , ωn are χ-invariant 1-forms, then Q(Ãχ) Qn−1

χ Qχ·det divides ω1 ∧
· · · ∧ ωn.

Proof. Fix some reflecting hyperplane H ∈ A with diagonalizable reflection s := sH

of (maximal) order eH . Choose a basis of V and V ∗ as in Lemma 4. Then s sends
dzi to dzi for i 6= n and dzn to λ−1dzn where λ := det(s).

Let µ be any χ-invariant 1-form and write µ =
∑

i ui dzi. As before, let KH be
the set of elements of determinant 1 in GH . Since χ(KH) = 1, µ is KH -invariant and
thus by the first part of Lemma 4, zn divides the first bH coefficients of µ.

We now consider the action of the diagonal group element s on µ. Since µ is
χ-invariant and λ−aH = χ(s),

λ−aH

∑
i

ui dzi = χ(s)µ = s(µ) =
∑
i 6=n

s(ui) dzi + λ−1s(un) dzn.

Consider the i-th coefficient, with i < n. Then s(ui) = λ−aH ui and hence zaH
n divides

ui. Thus the first n − 1 coefficients of µ are divisible by zaH
n . And when χ(s) = 1,

more is true: the first bH coefficients of µ are in fact divisible by zeH
n by the second

part of Lemma 4. (Recall that 0 ≤ aH < eH .)
Thus, ω1 ∧ · · · ∧ωn is divisible by l

aH(n−1)
H . And when χ(s) = 1, then ω1 ∧ · · · ∧ωn

is divisible by leHbH

H . Since Q(Ãχ) and Qn−1
χ have no common factors, it follows that

Q(Ãχ) Qn−1
χ divides ω1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωn.

Because Q(Ãχ) is invariant and Qχ is χ-invariant, ω1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωn (Q(Ãχ) Qn−1
χ )−1

is a χ-invariant n-form, i.e., equals fvol for some (χdet)-invariant polynomial f (as
vol is det−1-invariant). By Proposition 18, f is divisible by Qχ det. So ω1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωn

is in fact divisible by Q(Ãχ) Qn−1
χ Qχ det. �
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Theorem 20. Suppose G ≤ Gln(F) is a reflection group. Let χ be a linear character
of G. Suppose ω1, . . . , ωn are χ-invariant 1-forms with

ω1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωn
.= Q(Ãχ)Qn−1

χ Qχ det vol.

Then ω1, . . . , ωn is a basis for the set of χ-invariant 1-forms as a free-module over
the ring of invariants, F[V ]G:

(Ω1)G
χ =

⊕
i

F[V ]G ωi.

Proof. The proof is completely analogous to the proof of Theorem 7: Since ω1∧· · ·∧ωn

is nonzero, the forms ω1, . . . , ωn are linearly independent over the field of fractions
F(V )G of F[V ]G, and thus span F(V )G ⊗F[V ]G (Ω1)G

χ as a vector space over F(V )G.
Let ω be a χ-invariant 1-form, and write ω =

∑
i hiωi with coefficients hi ∈ F(V )G.

Fix some i for which hi 6= 0 and consider ω ∧ ω1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωi−1 ∧ ωi+1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωn. Up to
a nonzero scalar, this equals

hi ω1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωn
.= hi Q(Ãχ) Qn−1

χ Qχ det vol.

By Lemma 19 above, the product is divisible by Q(Ãχ) Qn−1
χ Qχ det, i.e., hi ∈ F[V ]G.

�
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